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Ocado had a successful year 
throughout 2018. A number of 
significant retail partners signed 
up to use their proprietary 
technology, and a growth in 
market share resulted in entry 
to the FTSE 100. To achieve a 
timely digital solution that fits 
with the status of an online 
business, it was desirable for 
the full report to be  
published on the same  
day as announcement.

The digital experience of their 
report is assisted by multiple 
engaging aspects combined 
for great user experience. 
The finished online report 
is fully accessible to all 
audiences, with illustrative 
elements allowing readers 
to delve deeper into content: 
specifically, KPI content. 
‘Changing the way the world 
shops’ is emphasised using a 
visual animation, capturing their 
unique approach to fulfilment. 

As a new and complex offering, 
there was a requirement 
to ensure that their unique 
investment proposition was 
communicated effectively.  
A fully animated webpage 
– ‘Now is our time’ – was 
generated to do just that, 
supported by key facts and 
statistics. 

The strategic report is 
punchy and concise 
providing a balance between 
the technology and retail 
story, while also providing 
information on forward-looking 
value creation. 

The impact of launching the 
annual report on the same day 
as announcement, although 
increasing the pressure 
for all parties, provided the 
marketplace with a thorough 
investment proposition to 
support any investment 
decisions in a timely manner. 
The HTML report had over 
1,500 views before midday on 
the day of announcement.

Ocado Group

Investor Relations  
Society Best Practice 
Awards 2019
Shortlisted for Overall 
Communication 
of Investment 
Proposition

Corporate and 
Financial Awards 
2019
SILVER for Best 
Online Report:  
FTSE 100

CorpComms  
Awards 2019
HIGHLY 
COMMENDED  
for Best Annual 
Report:  
FTSE 100

Digital Impact  
Awards 2019
GOLD for Best  
Online Report

Awards





United Utilities were reporting 
on the fourth of a five-year 
strategy, prompting the need 
to communicate their plans for 
2020 to 2025. It was key that 
these were presented in a way 
that aided the communication 
of their investment proposition.

A splash page showcases their 
industry-leading business plan, 
highlighting key statements to 
strengthen their investment 
proposition. To enhance the 
report, as well as ensure that 
stakeholder-related content 
was included, a new section 
entitled ‘How we create value 
for our stakeholders’ outlines 
how the group engages with  
all stakeholders.

Their purpose, mission and 
vision are presented in an 
infographic in one section 
of the report, and the 
water cycle is also visually 
presented in another 
section. These both ensure 
that the report is more 
comprehensive and easier 
to digest.

The report provides a 
vast amount of content 
– both presenting past 
achievements and 
upcoming developments 
– in a clear manner 
without compromising the 
high level of integrated 
reporting.

United Utilities

Investor Relations Society 
Best Practice Awards 2019
Shortlisted for Best 
Communication of ESG

CorpComms Awards 2019
Shortlisted for Best Annual 
Report: FTSE 100

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019
BRONZE for Best Online 
Report: FTSE 100

Awards





A key aspect of this year’s 
report was to ensure that 
Severfield’s sustainability 
story was communicated 
throughout, bringing their 
commitment to sustainability 
to the forefront. A separate 
section for this content titled 
‘Smarter, Safer and more 
Sustainable’ details the 
principles of their commitment, 
and the KPIs page provides 
statistics to outline their 
performance. 

Severfield add to their story 
by showcasing some of their 
major projects as an accessible 
booklet of case studies at the 
beginning of their report.  
This provides the reader with 
an understanding of the scale 
of their projects as well as the 
work that they do. 

‘Severfield – a snapshot’ 
provides a summary of the 
entire annual report with 
signposting to additional 
content; perfect for the skim-
readers who want to find key 
information quickly and easily. 

The report is extremely easy to 
navigate, and there are obvious 
links between their KPIs, 
strategy and risk, resulting in 
easy reading. This is supported 
by the consistency of the 
design throughout following 
their brand guidelines and 
linking to their other investor 
communications. 

 

Severfield

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
HIGHLY COMMENDED  
for Best Online Report  
(Small Cap)

IR Magazine Awards   
Europe 2019 
WINNER of Best  
Financial Reporting 

Awards “ It’s always a pleasure to work with the team at  
Jones and Palmer. They guide us through the latest 
legislation and produce a clear content roadmap 
that turns the report into an engaging story for our 
stakeholders. Their digital and creative teams always 
produce excellent designs that translate really well 
online and into print.” 
Gemma Mortimer, Severfield plc





Northgate had previously 
focused on their annual report 
as their primary channel of 
communication as it contained 
detailed information on their 
operations and updates for 
the year. The website was 
disconnected with the report 
in terms of quality content; 
it was important to ensure 
that the same level of detail 
was included in both to 
create consistency, as well 
as a location for updated 
information. 

The new corporate website 
aimed to ensure that all 
stakeholder groups were 
targeted, with key messages 
placed in the most appropriate 
areas of the user journey.  
The website needed to provide 
open, honest and accessible 
communications – particularly 
the business performance 
– to ensure that a greater 
relationship is built with their 
stakeholders.

This information would not only 
represent their commitment 
to improving relationships but 
also ensures that they can 
communicate their progress 
and stability as a company in 
the long term.

The result is a clear, visually 
engaging and easy to navigate 
website that achieves the 
goal of providing detailed 
information in a digestible 
format, bringing their content 
to life. The business model is a 
clear example of this: a virtuous 
cycle of reinvestment has been 
represented in an innovative 
infographic. 

Statistics prove that this 
website has been a success 
with over 80,000 views in 
a five-month period, and a 
positive level of engagement 
with the site throughout.

Northgate Group

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019 
WINNER of Best IR Website

Awards





2018 marked the 45th 
anniversary for Trifast; the 
focus on this year’s annual 
report was to celebrate this 
milestone alongside their 
achievements and growth 
story. To ensure this was 
presented in an interactive 
manner, content sliders are 
used as a mechanism to 
communicate strengths,  
key financials and operational 
performance. An interactive 
timeline is also featured, 
enabling the user to explore 
the past events that have 
shaped where the Group  
is today.

The business review provides 
narrative from specific directors 
responsible for performance 
across the world, and the 
report is rich in accessible data 
on all key metrics with historical 
comparisons.

Performance against strategic 
themes is presented in a 
clear format with consistent 
headings, along with links 
to KPIs and forward-looking 
narrative. Case studies 
throughout support where 
their strategy is in action. It is 
important that stakeholders 
understand Trifast’s business 
model, and are clear about 
their investment proposition, 
which consists of a mixture of 
investments and intangibles.

Trifast are transparent about 
how they are investing in 
people, and the importance of 
their purpose and culture to 
its business model and future 
success; these are prominent 
throughout the report. 
Addressing gender equality 
was also key for this report, so 
clear statistics are provided for 
depth and explanation.  
Content, narrative and 
photography all enhance the 
communication of their culture.

With an upfront investment 
proposition next to the year’s 
main performance highlights 
(both financial and operational), 
the ‘year in review’ has had  
thousands of hits from across  
the globe.

Trifast

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019 
Shortlisted for Best Financial 
Reporting and Best IR 
Website

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
SILVER for Best Online Report 
(Small Cap)

Awards





Due to the increasing strain and 
scrutiny within the retail sector, 
the aim of the 2018 report was 
to communicate the specialist 
service-led approach and 
unique offerings as a retailer – 
to outline their differentiation 
from competitors.

The online report’s design 
aligns with Halfords’ broader 
stakeholder communication of 
‘Readying The Nation For Life’s 
Journeys’, while also ensuring 
that all content and features 
are fully responsive, interactive 
and engaging – particularly the 
business model, stakeholder 
engagement, strategy and 
KPI sections. The report 
makes use of some helpful 
infographics and expanding 
content panels, and the main 
financial statements also have 
innovative pop-up features for 
easy access to key financial 
notes and data.

It was important that the 
business model described how 
ongoing investment is directed 
at training the workforce, 
leveraging the Halfords brand 
offering, developing products 
and services, improving online 
and in-store experiences 

and delighting customers, 
leading to value creation and 
delivery of benefits to all key 
stakeholder groups.

As this report was the last to 
include the 5 pillars of the 
‘Moving Up A Gear’ strategy,  
it was necessary to 
communicate their success 
over this period, including 
increased staff skills, strong 
sales, new products and 
service offerings, acquiring 
complementary businesses, 
and refreshing stores. 
Conveying these achievements 
enhance their investment 
proposition and guides  
their strategy for future 
sustainable growth. 

Available in both print and  
full HTML, this accessible 
report makes use of fast  
facts and iconography to 
present the strategy.

Statistics show that the 
business model, marketplace 
and strategy pages are the 
most popular pages across  
the report, which meet  
the objectives set out at  
the beginning of the  
planning process.

Halfords

Awards

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019 
Shortlisted for Best  
Financial Reporting

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
BRONZE for Best Online 
Report - FTSE 250

“ Jones and Palmer always start the project with us by 
being well informed. They research our news flows and 
attend our investor presentations. They’re always on 
top of the latest regulations and guide us through the 
project in an extremely professional and effective way. 
We’ve been recognised for and have won many awards 
for our corporate reporting and we very much value the 
partnership we have with them.” 
Tim O’Gorman, Halfords Group plc





With the development of a 
South East Asian exploration 
strategy, acquiring interests 
and permits from Sound 
Energy in Italy, and the 
creation and readmission of 
the company under its new 
name, Coro Energy needed to 
establish their story and goals, 
and clearly communicate their 
investment proposition.

As the primary delivery 
channel, the corporate website 
needs to engage and interact 
with all stakeholders to ensure 
they are fully aware of Coro’s 
offerings, allowing them to 
establish a well-informed 
investment decision. There are 
a range of functionalities that 
appeal to many audiences, 
including the share price and 
regulatory news feed.  
The asset portfolio also 
contains interactive maps  
that shows users where all 
assets are located, and  
allows them to easily access 
further information. 

The market review page 
contains data and graphs to 
support the key facts that 
investors need to be aware of 
regarding the external market.

Coro Energy are featured 
in videos, articles and 
brokers’ notes produced by 
partner organisations. A key 
requirement of the website was 
to feature these in one place, 
allowing users to view this 
content altogether: on  
their main website within  
the media library. 

Coro Energy

IR Society Best Practice 
Awards 2019 
Shortlisted for Best Use of 
Digital Communications

Awards





Despite enjoying 20 years of 
strategic growth, Dechra only 
have a small market share.  
This year’s annual report was set 
out to communicate the global 
market opportunity, and how their 
consistent strategy is still relevant 
and viable to drive growth 
even with uncertainty around 
Brexit. The 2018 Annual Report 
supported a 24% increase in  
their share price since  
September 2018.

Statements from the Board 
detailing their previous 
performance and their future 
plans have been communicated 
through Q&A videos online where 
common questions have been 
addressed. 

To ensure a great user 
experience, user journeys were 
analysed in the 2017 online report 
to understand previous themes 
so to create a tailored structure 
for the new report.

Visual aids and iconography were 
designed to present the strategy 
as well as to link strategic themes 
throughout the report. ‘Strategy 
in action’ case studies are utilised 
to bring the story to life, with their 
prestigious place in the printed 
and digital report.

Workflows have been established 
that allow the narrative to be 
mirrored in both the printed 
and online reports – creating 
consistency and cohesion.  
The digital version has been 
produced in full HTML and is 
mobile responsive.

Small glossary panels are visible 
in the printed version to explain 
industry jargon and acronyms to 
ensure that the report remains 
understandable. The online 
version translates this to an 
interactive glossary with pop-up 
descriptions, making the index 
available at convenient points.

Dechra Pharmaceuticals

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
BRONZE for Best Online 
Report - FTSE 250

Awards
®

“ Our close partnership with Jones and Palmer has 
created so many efficiencies that the process has 
become a real pleasure. Each year we publish our full 
Annual Report on the date we issue our full year results 
announcement, which we would not be able to do 
without Jones and Palmer.”   
Melanie Hall, Dechra Pharmaceuticals



®



Previously named Acal plc, 
discoverIE was in need of 
market repositioning: they 
now design and manufacture 
electronic components as 
well as supplying them. It 
was necessary to rebrand – 
forming discoverIE – and key 
pages such as the ‘our name 
and sector change’ address 
the challenges they faced 
when communicating this.

The annual report for 
discoverIE is the first major 
brand touchpoint and  
outlines their positioning.  
It contextualises the different 
divisions of the business, 
both in terms of their scope 
and contribution to success. 
Although custom supply still 
exists, it has slowly accounted 
for a lower percentage of 
both revenue and profit each 
year. Despite neither revenues 
nor profits decreasing, the 
challenge was to demonstrate 
this as a part of a larger, more 
profitable group.

Tone of voice was heavily 
influenced throughout 
the report, prohibiting the 
company talking like a 
distributor. Supporting this 
was a clear investment 
case, with engaging spreads 
demonstrating the company’s 
proven focus on design and 
manufacturing, alongside 
significant shareholder value 
generated in the process.

The clear visuals with the 
orange to yellow gradient 
represents innovation within 
the group’s design and 
manufacturing division. 

The approach taken to 
messaging and content fits 
discoverIE’s desire to be clear 
and distinctive, ensuring that 
important information is easily 
identifiable rather than hidden 
within large amounts of text.

The business model is 
contextualised by the market 
review, which clearly informs 
the strategy it follows. 
Governance is a clear focal 
point for the business and, as 
such, significant steps were 
taken in order to write content 
that would encourage readers 
to engage with the section. 

discoverIE

Corporate and Financial Awards  
HIGHLY COMMENDED for  
Best Printed Report (Small Cap)

Awards





The website is dynamic, visually 
appealing and user friendly. 
With Superdry being such an 
iconic brand, it was important 
this was reflected consistently 
throughout the site, with the 
tone of voice and imagery all 
being taken into consideration 
as it was created.

The home page is a key  
area for this: engaging video 
brings their brand and  
products to life, and the 
parallax scroll throughout  
the website takes advantage  
of the impactful imagery. 

The panels on the home 
page, and subsequent landing 
pages, provide users with 
links to connected content, 
creating a seamless experience 
for all users to find relevant 
information quickly and easily.

The interactive maps are a 
huge benefit on the website. 
The sustainability pages 
communicate a large amount 
of information, and the 
implementation of these  
maps ensures that content 
is shown in an engaging but 
effective format.

Implementation of Search 
Engine Optimisation (SEO) has 
meant that organic searching 
has become a prominent 
method for accessing the 
Superdry website. 

Superdry

Awards “ Jones and Palmer provided us 
with the creative and technical 
expertise we needed to establish 
and then maintain our corporate 
website. Their teams are reactive 
and professional, and we are 
very happy with the service  
they provide.” 
Carolyn Pollard, Superdry

IR Society Best Practice 
Awards 2019 
Shortlisted for Best Use of 
Digital Communications

CorpComms Awards 2019 
Shortlisted for Best  
Corporate Website

Corporate and  
Financial Awards  
BRONZE for Best  
Corporate Website  
(Small Cap and AIM)





In 2018, Halfords delivered their 
new strategy, and the launch of 
their new website ensured that 
communications momentum 
continued to support this. The 
website is considered their most 
trusted platform for up-to-date 
information, and it was important 
that this channel was leveraged 
to provide their stakeholders with 
essential communications.

Halfords are committed to 
integrated reporting, and the 
website now demonstrates the 
value and benefits provided 
to communities, colleagues, 
the environment, their supply 
chain, and partners. Information 
on their fundraising initiatives, 
achievements in supporting 
charities, working with partners, 
and their commitment to 
sponsorships are all available.

To make fundamental 
improvements on the structure 
of the new website, information 
on user journeys from the 
previous website was considered 
to generate a seamless 
experience. Mobile viewing was 
imperative, so a mobile-first 
strategy was implemented.  
The website has some very  
neat design features and 
transitions that can be 
experienced on all devices.

The website needed to 
communicate the culture within 
the organisation, Halfords’ 
service proposition, and how 
Halfords are connecting with 
customers ‘to inspire and 
support a lifetime of motoring 
and cycling’. Specific landing 
pages have been designed to 
pose as mini home pages for 
investors, stakeholders wanting 
governance or sustainability 
content, and potential 
stakeholders interested in 
learning more about joining the 
Halfords organisation.

Large and impactful imagery 
alongside elements such as 
interactive sliders bring the  
story to life and provide an 
interactive and engaging  
journey throughout the website. 
Further features include: a share 
price drop-down feature on 
each page; quick and useful 
links and easy access to all 
social media channels on each 
page; clever filtering toggles; 
and details of the Board and 
senior management teams using 
individual pop-up descriptions.

Halfords

Awards

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019 
Shortlisted for Best  
IR Website

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
SILVER for Best Corporate 
Website - FTSE 250

“ Jones and Palmer are a trusted partner who work on 
both our printed and online annual report as well as our 
corporate website. They have produced another great 
end result allowing us to deliver our reports across both 
mediums, while improving our content and putting user 
experience at the forefront of this year’s project.” 
Tim O’Gorman, Halfords Group plc





Henry Boot have taken a 
journey to clearly articulate 
their culture and present it 
in an understandable way 
throughout the 2018 report. 
As the company has multiple 
subsidiaries, it was vital for 
Henry Boot to establish a 
culture that connects them 
all together, resulting in the 
addition of a unique, stand-
alone section clearly outlining 
‘The Henry Boot Way’, which 
determined a vision, purpose, 
and values, and ensured that 
all target audiences were 
considered.

The online year in review 
is engaging, with the home 
page utilising the business 
model animation that was 
crafted in the previous year 
as a banner, updated with 
the strapline ‘The Henry Boot 
Way’. This animation highlights 
the different segments of the 
business working together  
as a whole.

The report is responsive and 
accessible on all devices, 
ensuring that information is 
available to stakeholders and 
important call-to-actions are 
considered and effective.

A clear story is communicated 
across the entire annual  
report. It is easy and clear to 
use, particularly as arrows are 
used for online navigation,  
and information is easily 
accessible to each target 
group. Key messages are 
mirrored in both the online and 
printed annual reports, with the 
online version available on the 
home page.

The segmental reviews give 
context and prominence 
to the various subsidiaries 
of the Group — Hallam 
Land Management, Henry 
Boot Developments Ltd, 
Stonebridge Homes Ltd, Henry 
Boot Construction Ltd, Banner 
Plant Ltd and Road  
Link Ltd — while elevating the 
key message of ‘One Henry 
Boot’. This was conveyed on 
the front cover of the printed 
report, which represents the 
message that the success of 
the Group is dependent on 
every employee delivering  
‘The Henry Boot Way’. 

Henry Boot

Awards

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019 
Shortlisted for Best  
Financial Reporting

Corporate and Financial 
Awards 2019 
GOLD for Best Online  
Report (Small Cap and AIM)





Due to the evolution of the 
strategy from acquiring 
planning applications for their 
land before selling it on, to 
now personally constructing 
properties, it was important that 
Inland Homes’ communications 
remained understandable to all 
stakeholders. 

Online, the strategy section 
uses a drop-down menu to 
ensure that the strategic pillars 
are identifiable, provide further 
content, and ensure that the 
information is more digestible.

Their business model has also 
been brought forward so that 
it is more accessible, and the 
user can then be directed to 
further information regarding 
Inland Homes and how they 
have adapted in line with their 
strategic shift.

This year’s report is cleaner  
and accommodates both the 
skim reader and deep diver.  
The functionality throughout 
the online report improves on 
this by ensuring it is easy to use 
and information is accessible 
and engaging. In particular, 
a slider on the home page 
provides an option to view the 
year in summary quickly, but 
also links to further information. 
Expandable panels in the 
strategic report, governance 
and financials sections allow 
the user to go straight to the 
area of interest. 

The outcome of this project 
was the production of a clear 
and visually refined online 
report, which articulated their 
strategic shift and flexible 
business model. 

Inland Homes

Awards

CorpComms Awards  
Shortlisted for Best Annual 
Report: Listed

Corporate and  
Financial Awards 
BRONZE for Best Online 
Annual Report (Small Cap  
and AIM)





The nature of this company 
means that regular updates 
on the development of their 
exploration and assets are 
required to ensure that their 
investors are well informed. 
The website is their primary 
communications tool for this 
type of information and so 
needs to be easy to use and 
accessible.

The home page outlines the 
investment proposition of the 
company at the top and has 
a banner image of a drill site, 
allowing users unfamiliar with 
Sound Energy to quickly get an 
understanding of the company 
and its investment proposition.

The website is very engaging 
and visually interesting, and 
is continuously updated 
to maintain this. The most 
recent multimedia addition 
to the website is a video that 
summarises the recently 
completed seismic programme. 
The video allows Sound Energy 
to communicate this work in a 
way that is quick to access, and 
conveys complex information 
in an easy to understand and 
engaging way to investors.

A suite of interactive and 
creative services really brings 
the Sound Energy story to 
life, with illustrations and 
motion graphics, supported 
by engaging imagery to 
showcase their assets. The map 
located on the website is fully 
interactive and allows the user 
to hover over various assets to 
delve deeper into information 
on each.

The website is fully responsive, 
giving great user experience, 
whether on mobile, tablet  
or desktop.

Sound Energy

Awards

IR Magazine Awards -  
Europe 2019  
Shortlisted for Best IR 
Website 

IR Society Best  
Practice Awards 2019 
Shortlisted for 
Best Use of Digital 
Communications

Corporate and  
Financial Awards 2019 
SILVER for Best 
Corporate Website 
(Small Cap)

“ Working in partnership with the 
team at Jones and Palmer is 
effortless. I love their creativity and 
the fact they always go the extra 
mile for us! We have a proactive 
content strategy delivered 
throughout the year, which 
maintains the website’s reputation 
as the most trusted form of 
intelligence on the company.” 
Sarah Dees, Sound Energy plc





XP Power have placed a 
growing focus on sustainability 
over the past few years, 
which has led to an obvious 
connection between their 
activities and the UN’s 
Sustainable Development 
Goals. This information provides 
stakeholders with an insight  
into just how committed they 
are to creating long-term 
sustainable value.

The SDGs that XP Power 
mapped against are outlined 
and linked to relevant 
content; these links are a core 
component of sustainability, 
and an innovative approach 
has been taken to discuss 
their sustainable journey. The 
sustainability story is weaved 
throughout, incorporating 
stakeholder information in the 
business model.

The new UK Corporate 
Governance Code was utilised 
and, although not needing 
to adhere to the principles 
this year, XP Power wished to 
demonstrate their commitment 
to good governance. In the 
Governance section of the 
annual report, infographics and 
content reflect the new code.

Incorporating innovative 
design features and engaging 
functionality was achieved in 
several ways. One particularly 
notable feature is the  
‘Our products are all around  
us – powering critical  
systems everywhere’ page. 
This engaging spread enables 
the XP Power story to come 
to life, demonstrating how 
their offering impacts upon 
everyday life. The use of 
animation elevates how XP 
Power systems operate. When 
clicking on this animation, extra 
detail is provided, ensuring the 
reader can access all relevant 
information.

The infographics of the printed 
version of XP Power’s annual 
report also brings their story to 
life, in an engaging and simple 
manner, by explaining how they 
are able to power the world’s 
critical systems. The addition 
of a flap to the business model 
section allows a greater amount 
of content to be included 
without hindering the design  
of the document.

XP Power

Awards

Digital Impact  
Awards 2019 
BRONZE for Best  
Online Report





After focusing on their  
strategic shift in both the 
printed and online report, it was 
important that Inland Homes 
echoed this throughout their 
corporate website. This was 
fundamental to ensure that the 
message communicated to 
their stakeholders enabled a 
full understanding around  
how they generate value  
and have adapted to the 
changing market.

As the website is their main 
communication tool, it needs 
to be responsive, work across 
all media, and provide a great 
user experience. Panels on 
all landing pages lead users 
to connected content. This is 
particularly effective on the 
home page where a quick links 
box provides a connection 
to important content such as 
their portfolio and strategy. 
Combining both the business 
model and strategy sections in 
a clear and visually engaging 
manner helps to articulate 
how their agile business model 
facilitates their strategy.  
Key case studies provide 
examples of how both  
work coherently.

The inclusion of an interactive 
map within the portfolio section 
allows a greater level of 
content to be presented in  
an engaging manner, and  
the filter tabs allow users to 
narrow down search results.  
All features have been 
designed to translate well on 
both desktop and mobile.

Inland Homes

Awards

IR Magazine Awards  
Shortlisted for Best IR 
Website

IR Society Best  
Practice Awards 
Shortlisted for Best  
Use of Digital 
Communications

“ Jones and Palmer have worked with us on our last six 
annual reports, as well as our corporate website that has 
recently been redesigned. The collaborative process has 
produced another great report for 2018 in both printed 
and online formats. The content and design of the report 
have been improved as well as the usability and look of 
both the online version and website.” 
Nish Malde, Inland Homes plc





We’re always looking to help you to make your business understandable and each project better 
than the last. It’s key for us to ensure we’re always improving, creating new guides to add to our 
series, touching on all aspects of reporting, communications and brand. If you’d like a copy,  
visit jonesandpalmer.co.uk/thinking/guides or email marketing@jonesandpalmer.co.uk.

The impacts and 
opportunities of the 
new UK Corporate 
Governance Code

Focusing on long-term 
sustainable success

Navigating through 
the sustainability 
reporting landscape

sustainability guide - DRAFT v2.indd   1 20/05/2019   14:47:11

Why should you  
invest in your 
corporate brand?
Using corporate branding to make  
your business understandable.

How to effectively 
represent your 
business model
Because informed stakeholders  
make better decisions

26348-A4 CCG Business Model Guide 08022019.indd   1 25/02/2019   16:21:55
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